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Stranger To History A Sons Journey Through Islamic
Lands Aatish Taseer
The astonishing, uplifting story of a real-life Indiana Jones and his humanitarian
campaign to use education to combat terrorism in the Taliban’s backyard
Anyone who despairs of the individual’s power to change lives has to read the
story of Greg Mortenson, a homeless mountaineer who, following a 1993 climb of
Pakistan’s treacherous K2, was inspired by a chance encounter with
impoverished mountain villagers and promised to build them a school. Over the
next decade he built fifty-five schools—especially for girls—that offer a balanced
education in one of the most isolated and dangerous regions on earth. As it
chronicles Mortenson’s quest, which has brought him into conflict with both
enraged Islamists and uncomprehending Americans, Three Cups of Tea
combines adventure with a celebration of the humanitarian spirit.
A startling work of historical sleuthing and synthesis, Of Fear and Strangers
reveals the forgotten histories of xenophobia—and what they mean for us today.
By 2016, it was impossible to ignore an international resurgence of xenophobia.
What had happened? Looking for clues, psychiatrist and historian George Makari
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started out in search of the idea’s origins. To his astonishment, he discovered an
unfolding series of never-told stories. While a fear and hatred of strangers may
be ancient, he found that the notion of a dangerous bias called "xenophobia"
arose not so long ago. Coined by late-nineteenth-century doctors and political
commentators and popularized by an eccentric stenographer, xenophobia
emerged alongside Western nationalism, colonialism, mass migration, and
genocide. Makari chronicles the concept’s rise, from its popularization and
perverse misuse to its spread as an ethical principle in the wake of a series of
calamites that culminated in the Holocaust, and its sudden reappearance in the
twenty-first century. He investigates xenophobia’s evolution through the writings
of figures such as Joseph Conrad, Albert Camus, and Richard Wright, and
innovators like Walter Lippmann, Sigmund Freud, Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de
Beauvoir, and Frantz Fanon. Weaving together history, philosophy, and
psychology, Makari offers insights into varied, related ideas such as the
conditioned response, the stereotype, projection, the Authoritarian Personality,
the Other, and institutional bias. Masterful, original, and elegantly written, Of Fear
and Strangers offers us a unifying paradigm by which we might more clearly
comprehend how irrational anxiety and contests over identity sweep up groups
and lead to the dark headlines of division so prevalent today.
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Laurie Stratton finally has everything a sixteen-year-old could ever want. But just
as her perfect summer comes to a close, things start to unravel when her
boyfriend insists he saw her out with another guy-when Laurie was really home
sick! More mysterious sightings convince Laurie someone very real is out there,
watching her. . . . The truth reveals a long-lost sister who has spent the years
growing bitter and dangerous. She has learned how to haunt Laurie, but the visits
soon become perilous. She wants something from Laurie-her life!
A New York Times bestseller and National Book Award longlist selection The first
book in a new trilogy from acclaimed New York Times–bestselling author Rae
Carson. A young woman with the magical ability to sense the presence of gold
must flee her home, taking her on a sweeping and dangerous journey across
Gold Rush–era America. Walk on Earth a Stranger begins an epic saga from one
of the finest writers of young adult literature. Lee Westfall has a secret. She can
sense the presence of gold in the world around her. Veins deep beneath the
earth, pebbles in the river, nuggets dug up from the forest floor. The buzz of gold
means warmth and life and home—until everything is ripped away by a man who
wants to control her. Left with nothing, Lee disguises herself as a boy and takes
to the trail across the country. Gold was discovered in California, and where else
could such a magical girl find herself, find safety? Rae Carson, author of the
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acclaimed Girl of Fire and Thorns series, dazzles with the first book in the Gold
Seer Trilogy, introducing a strong heroine, a perilous road, a fantastical twist, and
a slow-burning romance, as only she can.
Stranger to HistoryA Son's Journey Through Islamic LandsMcClelland & Stewart
Strange Son is the powerful tale of two mothers from opposite sides of the world
who, united by their fierce determination to help their severely autistic sons, have
challenged everything we thought we knew about autism. Tito Mukhopadhyay, an
autistic boy from India who spends most of his time flapping his fingers in front of
his eyes, has an IQ of 185. He favors the writings of Wordsworth and Ibsen. He
loves philosophy, reads People, and worries about conflict in the Middle East. He
also writes beautiful poetry.That Tito can communicate at all is due to his mother,
Soma, who single-handedly developed a revolutionary method of teaching him in
their one-room apartment in Bangalore, a "classroom" that lacked even running
water. Iversen weaves the twin stories of Soma and Tito (and how Soma's
methods mystified experts) together with her own story of how she and her family
came to understand Dov. The result is a book suffused with uplifting human
drama.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you
know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul
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Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our
way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from Hindu
friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his
spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
“One of today’s leading lights in romantic fiction.” —Seattle Times USA Today
and New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas is one of America’s most
acclaimed and popular authors of historical romance fiction—and Stranger in My
Arms is one of her most beloved novels! A classic tale of a noble lady whose life
is upended when her despised husband—believed lost at sea—returns, a
remarkably altered, more passionate and loving man…if he is, indeed, who he
claims to be. A two-time RITA Award-winner—and a nine-time nominee—Lisa
Kleypas is at her sensuous best with Stranger in My Arms.
From the Man Booker Prize–winning author of The Line of Beauty: a magnificent, centuryspanning saga about a love triangle that spawns a myth, and a family mystery, across
generations. In the late summer of 1913, George Sawle brings his Cambridge schoolmate—a
handsome, aristocratic young poet named Cecil Valance—to his family’s modest home outside
London for the weekend. George is enthralled by Cecil, and soon his sixteen-year-old sister,
Daphne, is equally besotted by him and the stories he tells about Corley Court, the country
estate he is heir to. But what Cecil writes in Daphne’s autograph album will change their and
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their families’ lives forever: a poem that, after Cecil is killed in the Great War and his
reputation burnished, will become a touchstone for a generation, a work recited by every
schoolchild in England. Over time, a tragic love story is spun, even as other secrets lie
buried—until, decades later, an ambitious biographer threatens to unearth them. Rich with
Hollinghurst’s signature gifts—haunting sensuality, delicious wit and exquisite lyricism—The
Stranger’s Child is a tour de force: a masterly novel about the lingering power of desire, how
the heart creates its own history, and how legends are made. This eBook edition includes a
Reading Group Guide.
When an old friend asked him to write a weekly dispatch from New Hampshire for the Mail on
Sunday's Night and Day magazine, Bill Bryson firmly turned him down. So firm was he, in fact,
that gathered here are nineteen months' worth of his popular columns about the strangest of
phenomena -- the American way of life.Whether discussing the dazzling efficiency of the
garbage disposal unit, the mind-boggling plethora of methods by which to shop, the exoticism
of having your groceries bagged for you, or the jaw-slackening direness of American TV, Bill
Bryson brings his inimitable brand of bemused wit to bear on the world's richest and craziest
country.
'A subtle and poignant work by a young writer to watch' - V.S. Naipaul 'An amazing narrative, a
kind of Muslim Odyssey' - Antonia Fraser As a child, all Aatish Taseer ever had of his father
was his photograph in a browning silver frame. Raised by his Sikh mother in Delhi, his father, a
Pakistani Muslim, remained a distant figure. It was a fractured upbringing which left Aatish with
many questions about his own identity. Stranger to History is the story of the journey Aatish
made to answer these questions. Starting from Istanbul, Islam's once greatest city, he travels
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to Mecca, its most holy, and then home through Iran and Pakistan. Ending in Lahore, at his
estranged father's home, on the night Benazir Bhutto was killed, it is also the story of Aatish's
own divided family over the past fifty years. Part memoir, part travelogue, probing, stylish and
troubling, this outstanding work now includes an incisive new introduction which brings Aatish's
story up to date with the horrific assassination of his father in early 2011.
Rehan Tabassum has grown up in a world of privilege in Delhi. His mother and her new
husband embody the dazzling emergent India everyone is talking about. His real father,
however, is a virtual stranger to him: a Pakistani Muslim who lives across the border and owns
a vast telecommunications empire called Qasimic Call. As Rehan contemplates his future, he
finds himself becoming unmoored. Leaving the familiarity of home for Pakistan in an attempt to
get closer to his father, he is drawn into events he barely understands. His half brother, Isffy, is
being blackmailed; his powerful father's entourage is tearing itself apart; and the city of Port Bin
Qasim, where he finds himself, is filled with rioting protestors. Moral danger lurks in every
corner of this dark, shifting, and unfamiliar world. Set against the background of a turbulent
Pakistan and a rapidly changing India, Noon is a startling and powerfully charged novel from a
brilliant young writer. Aatish Taseer bears witness to some of the most urgent questions of our
times, questions about nationhood and violence, family and identity.
As a child, all Aatish Taseer ever had of his father was his photograph in a browning silver
frame. Raised by his Sikh mother in Delhi, his Pakistani father remained a distant figure,
almost a figment of his imagination, until Aatish crossed the border when he was twenty-one to
finally meet him. Inthe years that followed, the relationship between father and son revived,
then fell apart. For Aatish, their tension had not just to do with the tensions of a son
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rediscovering his absent father -- they were intensified by the fact that Aatish was Indian, his
father Pakistani and Muslim. It had complicated his parents' relationship; now it complicated
his. The relationship forced Aatish to ask larger questions: Why did being Muslim mean that
your allegiances went out to other Muslims before the citizens of your own country? Why did
his father, despite claiming to be irreligious, describe himself as a 'cultural Muslim'? Why did
Muslims see modernity as a threat? What made Islam a trump identity? Stranger to History is
the story of the journey Aatish made to answer these questions -- starting from Istanbul,
Islam's once greatest city, to Mecca, its most holy, and then home, through Iran and Pakistan.
Ending in Lahore, at his estranged father's home, on the night Benazir Bhutto was killed, it is
also the story of Aatish's own divided family over the past fifty years. Part memoir, part
travelogue, probing, stylish and troubling, Stranger to History is an outstanding debut. '"I had
sought out my father because I couldn't live with the darkness of not knowing him. If I hadn't,
all my life I would have had to cover it up with some idea of him taken from my mother on faith.
I felt it would have limited me. History should never be taken on faith.'"
As a child, all Aatish Taseer ever had of his father was his photograph in a browning silver
frame. Raised by his Sikh mother in Delhi, his Pakistani father remained a distant figure,
almost a figment of his imagination, until Aatish crossed the border when he was twenty-one to
finally meet him. In the years that followed, the relationship between father and son revived,
then fell apart. For Aatish, their tension had not just to do with the tensions of a son
rediscovering his absent father -- they were intensified by the fact that Aatish was Indian, his
father Pakistani and Muslim. It had complicated his parents' relationship; now it complicated
his. The relationship forced Aatish to ask larger questions: Why did being Muslim mean that
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your allegiances went out to other Muslims before the citizens of your own country? Why did
his father, despite claiming to be irreligious, describe himself as a 'cultural Muslim'? Why did
Muslims see modernity as a threat? What made Islam a trump identity? Stranger to History is
the story of the journey Aatish made to answer these questions -- starting from Istanbul,
Islam's once greatest city, to Mecca, its most holy, and then home, through Iran and Pakistan.
Ending in Lahore, at his estranged father's home, on the night Benazir Bhutto was killed, it is
also the story of Aatish's own divided family over the past fifty years. Part memoir, part
travelogue, probing, stylish and troubling, Stranger to History is an outstanding debut ... -Product Description.
Why did so many intelligent people-from venture capitalists to Wall Street elite-fall for the
hype? And how did WeWork go so wrong? In little more than a decade, Neumann transformed
himself from a struggling baby clothes salesman into the charismatic, hard-partying CEO of a
company worth $47 billion-on paper. With his long hair and feel-good mantras, the six-foot-five
Israeli transplant looked the part of a messianic truth teller. Investors swooned, and billions
poured in. Neumann dined with the CEOs of JPMorgan and Goldman Sachs, entertaining a
parade of power brokers desperate to get a slice of what he was selling: the country's most
valuable startup, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and a generation-defining moment. Soon,
however, WeWork was burning through cash faster than Neumann could bring it in. From his
private jet, sometimes clouded with marijuana smoke, he scoured the globe for more capital.
Then, as WeWork readied a Hail Mary IPO, it all fell apart. .
This is the only authoritative text of this late novel. It reproduces the manuscript which Mark
Twain wrote last, and the only one he finished or called the "The Mysterious Stranger." Albert
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Bigelow Paine's edition of the same name has been shown to be a textual fraud.

From the unbridled lands of East Texas, tenacious men with diverse backgrounds came
together to form the Twenty-Second Texas Infantry. Also known as Hubbard's
regiment, families synonymous with the Texas Revolution joined the ranks of
politicians, attorneys, farmers, and teachers. Many championed Southern values
whereas some campaigned for Northern agendas. Yet, most were Texan by choice and
they sought to defend their homes. The regiment's stories of triumph and sorrow
intertwined with American history as the men drudged across the unforgiving lands
west of the Mississippi River. They fought in the bloody encounters of Fort DeRussy,
Mansfield, Pleasant Hill, and Jenkins' Ferry as life-threatening diseases complicated
their service. Their ambitious marches forever tied them to the story of Texas during the
Civil War.
Jevik travels to the city of Olondria where he is overtaken by a ghost from his past.
“Equal parts memoir, whodunit, and manual for living . . . a beautifully written, honest
look at the forces of blood and bone that make us who we are, and how we make
ourselves.” --Neil Gaiman In his unique and engaging voice, the acclaimed actor of
stage and screen shares the emotional story of his complicated relationship with his
father and the deeply buried family secrets that shaped his life and career. A beloved
star of stage, television, and film—“one of the most fun people in show business” (Time
magazine)—Alan Cumming is a successful artist whose diversity and fearlessness is
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unparalleled. His success masks a painful childhood growing up under the heavy rule of
an emotionally and physically abusive father—a relationship that tormented him long into
adulthood. When television producers in the UK approached him to appear on a
popular celebrity genealogy show in 2010, Alan enthusiastically agreed. He hoped the
show would solve a family mystery involving his maternal grandfather, a celebrated
WWII hero who disappeared in the Far East. But as the truth of his family ancestors
revealed itself, Alan learned far more than he bargained for about himself, his past, and
his own father. With ribald humor, wit, and incredible insight, Alan seamlessly moves
back and forth in time, integrating stories from his childhood in Scotland and his
experiences today as a film, television, and theater star. At times suspenseful, deeply
moving, and wickedly funny, Not My Father’s Son will make readers laugh even as it
breaks their hearts.
In these unforgettable stories, the acclaimed author of Imagine Me Gone explores lives
that appear shuttered by loss and discovers entire worlds hidden inside them. The
impact is at once harrowing and thrilling. An elderly inventor, burning with manic
creativity, tries to reconcile with his estranged gay son. A bereaved boy draws a
thuggish classmate into a relationship of escalating guilt and violence. A genteel middleaged woman, a long-time resident of a psychiatric hospital, becomes the confidante of
a lovelorn teenaged volunteer. Told with Chekhovian restraint and compassion, and
conveying both the sorrow of life and the courage with which people rise to meet it, You
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Are Not a Stranger Here is a triumph of storytelling.
An urgent manifesto and a dramatic memoir of awakening, this is the story of
revolutionary love. Finalist for the Dayton Literary Peace Prize • “In a world stricken
with fear and turmoil, Valarie Kaur shows us how to summon our deepest
wisdom.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat Pray Love How do we love in a time of rage?
How do we fix a broken world while not breaking ourselves? Valarie Kaur—renowned
Sikh activist, filmmaker, and civil rights lawyer—describes revolutionary love as the call
of our time, a radical, joyful practice that extends in three directions: to others, to our
opponents, and to ourselves. It enjoins us to see no stranger but instead look at others
and say: You are part of me I do not yet know. Starting from that place of wonder, the
world begins to change: It is a practice that can transform a relationship, a community,
a culture, even a nation. Kaur takes readers through her own riveting journey—as a
brown girl growing up in California farmland finding her place in the world; as a young
adult galvanized by the murders of Sikhs after 9/11; as a law student fighting injustices
in American prisons and on Guantánamo Bay; as an activist working with communities
recovering from xenophobic attacks; and as a woman trying to heal from her own
experiences with police violence and sexual assault. Drawing from the wisdom of
sages, scientists, and activists, Kaur reclaims love as an active, public, and
revolutionary force that creates new possibilities for ourselves, our communities, and
our world. See No Stranger helps us imagine new ways of being with each other—and
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with ourselves—so that together we can begin to build the world we want to see.
History should never be taken on faith. As a child, all Aatish Taseer ever had of his
father was a photograph in a browning silver frame. Raised by his Sikh mother in Delhi,
his Muslim Pakistani father remained a distant figure, almost a figment of his
imagination, until at twenty-one Aatish crossed the border to meet him. This new
relationship forced Aatish to ask larger questions: Why did being Muslim mean that
your allegiances went out to other Muslims before the citizens of your own country?
Why did his father, despite claiming to be irreligious, describe himself as a ‘cultural
Muslim’? Why did Muslims see modernity as a threat? What made Islam a trump
identity? Stranger to History is the story of the journey Aatish made to answer these
questions—starting from Istanbul, Islam’s once greatest city, to Mecca, its most holy,
and then home, through Iran and Pakistan. Ending in Lahore, at his estranged father’s
home, on the night Benazir Bhutto was killed, it is also the story of Aatish’s own divided
family over the past fifty years. Part memoir, part travelogue, probing, stylish and
troubling, Stranger to History is an outstanding debut.
Three strangers arrive in rugged Bardville, Wyoming. They're never the same ... And
neither are the people of Bardville. "In Book 1 Bodie stole my heart, in Book 2 Cully
took my breath away, and in Book 3 I fell in love with Dax." - 5-star review A sexy,
intriguing stranger arrives unexpectedly at her Wyoming ranch, threatening the one
thing Cambria protects more fiercely than her heart -- her family. Bodie's discovery that
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he fathered a son 17 years ago leads him to the warm and welcoming Weston family.
That's the easy part. But his response to one member of the family is far more than he
ever expected. The sparks between him and Cambria are real ... and so is the danger
to his hopes for their future if she finds out why he's really in Wyoming. "An emotionally
complex romance of wounded hearts and broken trust that will touch a chord in each
reader's heart." -- Romantic Times The Bardville, Wyoming series: A Stranger in the
Family A Stranger to Love The Rancher Meets His Match If you especially enjoy
western romances, also try these other books by Patricia: A Place Called Home series
Lost and Found Groom At the Heart’s Command Hidden in a Heartbeat Wyoming
Wildflowers series Wyoming Wildflowers: The Beginning (a prequel) Almost a Bride
Match Made in Wyoming My Heart Remembers -- A New World (prequel to Jack’s
Heart) Jack’s Heart -- Rodeo Nights (prequel to Where Love Lives) Where Love Lives
A Cowboy Wedding Making Christmas Ride the River: Rodeo Knights (romantic
suspense) Historical western romance Widow Woman Courting a Cowboy ... and east
of the Mississippi, try: The Wedding Series Prelude to a Wedding Wedding Party
Grady's Wedding The Runaway Bride The Christmas Princess -- Hoops (prequel to The
Surprise Princess) The Surprise Princess -- Not a Family Man (prequel to The
Forgotten Prince) The Forgotten Prince Marry Me series Wedding of the Century The
Unexpected Wedding Guest A Most Unlikely Wedding Baby Blues and Wedding Bells
Seasons in a Small Town What Are Friends For? (Spring) The Right Brother (Summer)
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Falling for Her (Autumn) Warm Front (Winter) About the Author Patricia McLinn is the
USA Today bestselling author of nearly 60 published novels cited by readers and
reviewers for wit and vivid characterization. Her books include mysteries, romantic
suspense, contemporary romance, historical romance and women’s fiction. They have
topped bestseller lists and won numerous awards.
When a little girl and her dragon friend stumble into a fairy tale world, it is up to the little
girl to keep her companion out of harm's way when they meet up with the hungry wolf
of "Little Red Riding Hood," Snow White's evil stepmother, and other unseemly
characters. Simultaneous.
An absorbing family saga set amid the commotion of the last forty years of Indian
history The Way Things Were opens with the death of Toby, the Maharaja of
Kalasuryaketu, a Sanskritist who has not set foot in India for two decades. Moving back
and forth across three sections, between today's Delhi and the 1970s, '80s, and '90s in
turn, the novel tells the story of a family held at the mercy of the times. A masterful
interrogation of the relationships between past and present and among individual lives,
events, and culture, Aatish Taseer'sThe Way Things Were takes its title from the
Sanskrit word for history, itihasa, whose literal translation is "the way things indeed
were." Told in prose that is at once intimate and panoramic, and threaded through with
Sanskrit as central metaphor and chorus, this is a hugely ambitious and important book,
alive to all the commotion of the last forty years but never losing its brilliant grasp on the
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The Magical Stranger is a moving story of love and sacrifice, fathers and sons, heroism
and duty, soldiers and the families they leave behind. On November 28, 1979,
squadron commander and Navy pilot Peter Rodrick died when his plane crashed in the
Indian Ocean, leaving behind a devastated wife, two daughters, and a 13-year-old son.
In this powerful, beautifully written book, journalist Stephen Rodrick explores the life
and death of the man who indelibly shaped his life, even as he remained a mystery.
Through adolescence and into adulthood, Stephen Rodrick struggled to fully grasp the
reality of his father’s death and its permanence. To better understand his father,
Rodrick turned to members of his father’s former squadron, the "World-Famous Black
Ravens." As he learns about his father, he uncovers the layers of these sailors’ lives:
their loves, friendships, dreams, disappointments—and the consequences of their
choices on those they leave behind. The journey doesn’t end until November 28, 2013,
when Rodrick’s first son is born 34 years to the day after his father’s mishap. A
penetrating, thoughtful blend of memoir and reportage, The Magical Stranger is a
moving reflection on the meaning of military service and the power of a father’s legacy.
Explains how to deal with strangers in public places, on the telephone, and in cars,
emphasizing situations in which the best thing to do is run away or talk to another adult.
"Extraordinary." --Stephen King "This book is not simply the great American novel; it's
the great novel of las Americas. It's the great world novel! This is the international story
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of our times. Masterful." --Sandra Cisneros También de este lado hay sueños. On this
side too, there are dreams. Lydia Quixano Pérez lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco.
She runs a bookstore. She has a son, Luca, the love of her life, and a wonderful
husband who is a journalist. And while there are cracks beginning to show in Acapulco
because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large, fairly comfortable. Even though
she knows they'll never sell, Lydia stocks some of her all-time favorite books in her
store. And then one day a man enters the shop to browse and comes up to the register
with a few books he would like to buy--two of them her favorites. Javier is erudite. He is
charming. And, unbeknownst to Lydia, he is the jefe of the newest drug cartel that has
gruesomely taken over the city. When Lydia's husband's tell-all profile of Javier is
published, none of their lives will ever be the same. Forced to flee, Lydia and eight-yearold Luca soon find themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middleclass existence. Instantly transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la
bestia--trains that make their way north toward the United States, which is the only
place Javier's reach doesn't extend. As they join the countless people trying to reach el
norte, Lydia soon sees that everyone is running from something. But what exactly are
they running to? American Dirt will leave readers utterly changed. It is a literary
achievement filled with poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page. It is one of the
most important books for our times. Already being hailed as "a Grapes of Wrath for our
times" and "a new American classic," Jeanine Cummins's American Dirt is a rare
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exploration into the inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice everything for a glimmer of
hope.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Chris Colfer comes a funny, heartbreaking,
unforgettable novel about friendship and fame perfect for fans of Me, Earl, and the
Dying Girl and John Green. Cash Carter is the young, world famous lead actor of the hit
television show Wiz Kids. When four fans jokingly invite him on a cross-country road
trip, they are shocked that he actually takes them up on it. Chased by paparazzi and
hounded by reporters, this unlikely crew takes off on a journey of a lifetime--but along
the way they discover that the star they love has deep secrets he's been keeping. What
they come to learn about the life of the mysterious person they thought they knew will
teach them about the power of empathy and the unbreakable bond of true friendship. In
this touching novel, New York Times bestselling author Chris Colfer takes us on a
journey full of laughter, tears, and life-changing memories.
This brilliant, New York Times bestselling novel from the author of the Newbery Medal
winner When You Reach Me explores multiple perspectives on the bonds and limits of
friendship. Long ago, best friends Bridge, Emily, and Tab made a pact: no fighting. But
it’s the start of seventh grade, and everything is changing. Emily’s new curves are
attracting attention, and Tab is suddenly a member of the Human Rights Club. And then
there’s Bridge. She’s started wearing cat ears and is the only one who’s still tempted
to draw funny cartoons on her homework. It’s also the beginning of seventh grade for
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Sherm Russo. He wonders: what does it mean to fall for a girl—as a friend? By the time
Valentine’s Day approaches, the girls have begun to question the bonds—and the
limits—of friendship. Can they grow up without growing apart? “Sensitively explores
togetherness, aloneness, betrayal and love.” —The New York Times A Boston
Globe–Horn Book Honor Book for Fiction Named a Best Book of the Year by The New
York Times, The Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, The Boston Globe, The
Guardian, NPR, and more!
From USA Today bestselling author Gayle Callen comes Never Marry a Stranger, a
new romance that dares to pose the question, can there be true love in a pretend
marriage? This Victorian-set romance from Callen, author of Never Trust a Scoundrel
and Never Dare a Duke, is the latest in a series that features an aristocratic family that
has been embroiled in scandal and now must reclaim their lives in society.
Robert Heinlein's Hugo Award-winning all-time masterpiece, the brilliant novel that grew
from a cult favorite to a bestseller to a science fiction classic. Raised by Martians on
Mars, Valentine Michael Smith is a human who has never seen another member of his
species. Sent to Earth, he is a stranger who must learn what it is to be a man. But his
own beliefs and his powers far exceed the limits of humankind, and as he teaches them
about grokking and water-sharing, he also inspires a transformation that will alter
Earth’s inhabitants forever...
A young man returns home to Delhi after several years abroad and resumes his place
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among the city's cosmopolitan elite - a world of fashion designers, media moguls and
the idle rich. But everything around him has changed - new roads, new restaurants,
new money, new crime - everything, that is, except for the people, who are the same,
only maybe slightly worse. Then he meets Aakash, a charismatic and unpredictable
young man on the make, who introduces him to the squalid underside of this sprawling
city. Together they get drunk and work out, visit temples and a prostitute, and our
narrator finds himself disturbingly attracted to Aakash's world. But when Aakash is
arrested for murder, the two of them are suddenly swept up in a politically sensitive
investigation that exposes the true corruption at the heart of this new and ruthless
society. In a voice that is both cruel and tender, The Temple-goers brings to life the
dazzling story of a city quietly burning with rage.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER •
NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE •
PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN
HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a
bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important
essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation
about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF
THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE
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DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New
York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People •
Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle •
Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a
profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals
to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful
new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans
have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls
most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery
and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion.
What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it? And how can we all
honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between
the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter
to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his
awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory
experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of
Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose
children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from personal
narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the
World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a
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transcendent vision for a way forward.
In a novel about the awful price of heroism, rookie pilot John Ellsworth is eager to
liberate Vietnam from its Communist oppressors, while Army nurse Kate Moffit hopes
only to rescue John from himself
With the intrigue of a psychological thriller, Camus's masterpiece gives us the story of
an ordinary man unwittingly drawn into a senseless murder on an Algerian beach.
Behind the intrigue, Camus explores what he termed "the nakedness of man faced with
the absurd" and describes the condition of reckless alienation and spiritual exhaustion
that characterized so much of twentieth-century life. First published in 1946; now in
translation by Matthew Ward.
In the tradition of WONDER and TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD this award-winning New
York Times bestseller is an intensely moving, lyrically-written novel. COUNTING BY 7S
tells the story of Willow Chance, a twelve-year-old genius who is obsessed with
diagnosing medical conditions and finds comfort in counting by 7s. It has never been
easy for her to connect with anyone other than her adoptive parents, but that hasn't
kept her from leading a quietly happy life . . . until now. Suddenly Willow's world is
tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash, leaving her alone in a
baffling world. Her journey to find a fascinatingly diverse and fully believable surrogate
family is a joy and a revelation to read.
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES! A secret destroys a man’s perfect life and
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sends him on a collision course with a deadly conspiracy in this shocking thriller from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Harlan Coben. The stranger appears out of
nowhere, perhaps in a bar, or a parking lot, or at the grocery store. Their identity is
unknown. Their motives are unclear. Their information is undeniable. Then they whisper
a few words in your ear and disappear, leaving you picking up the pieces of your
shattered world.... Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful
woman, two wonderful sons, and all the trappings of the American dream: a big house,
a good job, a seemingly perfect life. Then he runs into the stranger. When he learns a
devastating secret about his wife, Corinne, he confronts her, and the mirage of
perfection disappears as if it never existed at all. Soon Adam finds himself tangled in
something far darker than even Corinne's deception, and realizes that if he doesn't
make exactly the right moves, the conspiracy he’s stumbled into will not only ruin
lives—it will end them.
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